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Boundary slip as a result of a prewetting transition
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Some fluids exhibit anomalously low friction when flowing against a certain solid wall. To recover
the viscosity of a bulk fluid, slip at the wall is usually postulated. On a macroscopic level, a large
slip length can be explained as a formation of a film of gas or phase-separated ‘‘lubricant’’ with
lower viscosity between the fluid and the solid wall. Here we justify such an assumption in terms
of a prewetting transition. In our model the thin-thick film transition together with the viscosity
contrast gives rise to a large boundary slip. The calculated value of the slip length has a jump at the
prewetting transition temperature which depends on the strength of the fluid-surface interaction
~contact angle!. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the slip length is nonmonotonous.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1627751#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is accepted in hydrodynamics that the velocity of
liquid immediately adjacent to a solid is equal to that of t
solid.1 Such an absence of a jump in the velocity of a sim
liquid at a surface seems to be a confirmed fact inmacro-
scopic experiments. However, it is difficult to obtain th
same conclusion usingmicroscopicmodels. It has been no
ticed that, even in case of simple liquids, the no-slip bou
ary condition is not justified on a microscopic level.

Therefore the conventional condition of continuity of th
velocity, or theno-slip boundary condition, is not an exac
law but a statement of what may be expected to happe
normal circumstances. While the normal component of
liquid velocity must vanish at an impermeable wall for kin
matic reasons, the requirement of no-slip can be relaxed
other words, instead of imposing a zero tangential com
nent of the liquid velocity at the solid, it is possible to allo
for an amount of slippage, described by a slip lengthb. The
slip length for a simple shear flow is the distance behind
interface at which the liquid velocity extrapolates to zero

vs5b@]zv~z!#wall , ~1!

wherevs is the tangential velocity at the wall, and thez axis
is perpendicular to the surface. The definition ofb is ex-
plained in Fig. 1. It is clear that boundary slip is importa
only when the length scale over which the liquid veloc
changes approaches the slip length. Therefore it is not
prising that the slippage effect has not been detected in m
roscopic experiments. In microfluidic devices, howev
where the liquid is highly confined, the boundary slip
important.2

a!Electronic mail: denis@iop.kiev.ua
b!Electronic mail: duenweg@mpip-mainz.mpg.de
c!Electronic mail: vinograd@mpip-mainz.mpg.de
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Indeed, water flow in capillaries of small diameter wi
smooth hydrophobic walls has been investigated and sli
the wall had to be postulated to recover the viscosity
water.3,4 These results were confirmed by directly probi
the fluid velocity at a solid surface using total intern
reflection-fluorescence spectroscopy5,6 as well as double fo-
cus confocal fluorescence cross correlation.7 Several indirect
methods were also used: the quartz-crystal microbala
~QCM!,8 the surface force apparatus~SFA!,9–12 and the
atomic force microscope~AFM!.13,14 The magnitude of the
slip length b was sometimes greater than 100 nm for p
tially wetted walls.5,10 In some cases the shear rate did n
affect the amount of slip in the observed range;5,14 in others
a strong dependence on the velocity was found.9,10 It was
also shown that both surface roughness and strength o
fluid-surface interactions affect the wall slip.3,11,14

The no-slip condition can also be violated in more co
plex systems. Boundary slip has been suggested for poly
melts15–17 and liquid crystals18 ~for the rotational motion of
molecules!.

The origin of such large slippages remains unclear
spite considerable theoretical effort. On the theoretical s
molecular-dynamics simulations have shown that the m
ecules can slip directly over the solid due to the fact that
strength of attraction between the liquid molecules is grea
than the competing solid–liquid interaction.19–24 In general,
wall slip was found on nonwetted surfaces, i.e., when
contact angle is large. However, the simulation results w
not entirely consistent with the experimental data, by pred
ing a much lower slip length25,26 and substantial slippag
only at large contact angles.24 It has also been demonstrate
that the surface roughness may both reduce27 and
increase28,29 the friction of the fluid past the boundaries.

Other ideas invoke the formation of a new phase at
wall. The possible source of the surface layer could be a
~lubricant! dissolved in the liquid, forming bubbles nuclea
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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13107J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003 Boundary slip as a result of a prewetting transition
ing at the liquid/solid interface.30–32 Experimental evidence
for the formation of a wetting layer under flow has be
found by Tanaka.33,34 The boundary layer can have a low
viscosity than the bulk value.35 Tuning the size and the prop
erties of this layer one can obtain large values of the
length ~see Fig. 2!.

Indeed, in a sharp interface limit, when the width of t
interface is much smaller than the width of the slab and
thickness of the boundary layer, we can neglect the struc
of the interface. Then the problem is reduced to the sh
flow of two phases (s for ‘‘surface,’’ b for ‘‘bulk’’ ! with
viscositieshs andhb , respectively, and thicknessesd and l ,
respectively~see Fig. 2!. Denoting the velocity profiles in the

FIG. 1. Definition of the slip lengthb for a simple shear flow.

FIG. 2. Slip lengthb for a binary mixture.
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surface layer and the bulk byvs(z) andvb(z), respectively,
and using stick boundary conditions atz50 andz5 l 1d, we
have

vs~0!50,

vs~d!5vb~d!, ~2!

vb~ l 1d!5v0 ,

where the second equation is the condition for continuity
the flow field at the interface between the phases, andv0 is
the velocity at the top of the slab. Furthermore, we use
condition of zero divergence of the shear stress tensor a
interface,

]z@h~z!]zv~z!#50, ~3!

or

hsvs8~d!5hbvb8~d!. ~4!

The solution in the bulk

vb~z!5kv0S hb

hs
211

z

d D , ~5!

with k5(hb /hs1 l /d)21, results in a slip length35

b5dS hb

hs
21D . ~6!

According to Eq.~6! the boundary slip can be observed if th
viscosity depends on the composition (hbÞhs) and the less
viscous fraction of the liquid wets the walls better than t
more viscous one (hb.hs). It is also clear that there are tw
ways to obtain a large slip length. First, by having a mac
scopically thick boundary layer, since the slip length has
same order of magnitude as the thickness of this layer. S
ond, by providing large values of the viscosity contra
hb /hs , e.g., for a gas layer.63

A more realistic description should allow for a prewe
ting transition36,37 for the liquid/gas or liquid/lubricant mix-
ture and take into account the structure and the finite wi
of the interface region.

The aim of this paper is to include these effects a
relate the slip length to the wettability of the walls, comp
sition of the mixture, and thermodynamic parameters of
system. We show that the prewetting transition can give
to a large boundary slip of the fluid by generating a thick fi
of a phase-separated ‘‘lubricant’’ at the wall which has
lower than the bulk fluid viscosity. Indeed, if we choose typ
cal values, thickness of the wetting layer~thick film! d
'10 nm, viscosity contrasthb:hs53:1, we find b
'20 nm, i.e., the prewetting film can indeed give a large s
length. This value can be further increased. Indeed, if
phase separation occurs upon cooling~heating!, the thickness
of the wetting layer increases with the increase~decrease! of
the temperature: for a system with short-range forces in
vicinity of the wetting temperatureTw , the thickness di-
verges as37 d}2 ln(uTw2Tu).

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we outli
the approach that allows us to calculate the phase diag
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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order parameter profiles, and slip length. Section III give
summary of the results. Finally, in Sec. IV, we present so
brief conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

Phase separation phenomena in binary and polymer m
tures have been intensively studied by theory, experim
and simulation. While the most detailed information is ava
able for the static bulk behavior, much more interesting p
nomena occur when studying the dynamics,38–41 or the be-
havior near surfaces and in confined geometries.36,42–44The
theoretical understanding of phenomena which combine b
aspects~i.e., dynamics near surfaces! is still at its infancy,45

while there are many experiments.34,35,46

Our theoretical approach splits the problem of shear fl
of a binary mixture near surfaces into several independ
tasks. First, we calculate theequilibrium order parameter
profiles, completely disregarding the flow. Restriction
equilibrium thermodynamics allows us to introduce a chan
of ensemble: we fix the chemical potential difference~semi-
grand-canonical ensemble! instead of fixing the composition
which is conceptually and computationally easier. The or
parameter profile then results in a viscosity profile, which
turn allows us to calculate the stationary velocity profile
solving Eq. ~3!, again using stick boundary conditions
both surfaces. It is not immediately obvious that this split
is justified. We discuss the restrictions and underlying
sumptions of this approach in the Appendix. Finally, the s
length is calculated from the stationary velocity profile.

A. Free energy of a binary mixture

To describe the bulk phase as well as the interface st
ture, ‘‘phase-field’’ models36 are often used. In this approac
the order parameterf is introduced. For a binary mixture
f is a composition variable, defined asf5(n12n2)/
(n11n2), where theni are the number densities of the tw
species. This order parameter varies slowly in the bulk
gions and rapidly on length scales of the interfacial wid
The unmixing thermodynamics is described via a free-ene
functional.

Since the material is confined in a container in any
periment, phase separation is always affected by sur
effects.47–51 To include them, appropriate surface terms
sponsible for the interaction of the liquid with the contain
walls are added to the free energy.36,37,43,52–54

In the phase-field approach the semigrand potential
binary mixture is written as37

V$f%5
1

a3 E dVF k

2
a2~¹f!21 f ~f!2mfG1Cs , ~7!

wherea is a normalization length of the order of the size
a molecule,f (f) is the Helmholtz free-energy density of th
mixture, while m is the chemical potential thermodynam
cally conjugate to the order parameterf, andCs is the sur-
face energy.

The explicit form of the Helmholtz free energyf (f)
varies depending on the type of mixture. However,
simple observation that the two phases must coexist imp
Downloaded 07 Jan 2004 to 194.95.63.241. Redistribution subject to A
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that there are two minima in the free energy at the respec
values of the order parameter. We here adopt the mean-
model for a regular~symmetric! mixture,55,56

f ~f!5
x

4
~12f2!1kBTF11f

2
ln

11f

2
1

12f

2
ln

12f

2 G ,
~8!

where the first term on the right-hand side corresponds to
excess energy of mixing. Note that this is one of the simp
models to describe unmixing; a more realistic descript
would need a more sophisticated function, which also ta
into account a dependence on the overall density, which
vary along the profile~see the Appendix!.

The term (¹f)2 is needed to provide spatial structure
the theory: at phase coexistence, there are two bulk equ
rium order parameter valuesf1 andf2 with the same free-
energy density,f (f1)5 f (f2). Without the gradient term, a
structure with very many interfaces between thef1 andf2

phase would be entropically favored. The term (k/2)(¹f)2

is the simplest one which penalizes interfaces. While this
justified near the critical point, where interfaces are ve
wide and the order parameter varies smoothly, a more r
istic description at strong segregation~where the interface
becomes rather sharp! would require higher-order gradients
too.

B. Surface free energy

To describe the interaction with the walls we used t
quadratic approximation for the surface energy,37,57

Cs5
1

a2 E F2hfs2
1

2
gfs

2GdS, ~9!

wherefs is the surface value of the order parameter and
parametersh andg are referred to as the short-range surfa
field and the surface enhancement, respectively. The sh
range surface fieldh is a measure of the attractiveness~or
repulsiveness, if negative! of the surface to the component 1
In real systems it can be of either sign and of any magnitu
The surface coupling enhancementg represents the effec
that a molecule close to the substrate has fewer neigh
than a molecule in the bulk;g is estimated to be small an
negative. We have implicitly assumed that all surface effe
are of short range, thusf s depends on the local concentratio
at the walls only. Because of long-range van der Waals for
this is not fully realistic. However, for large enough wa
separations the differences to the short-range case are r
minor.

We introduce dimensionless units by settinga51, x
51, andkB51. Hence energies are given in units ofx, tem-
peratures in units ofx/kB , and lengths in units ofa. Fur-
thermore, a value ofk51 has been used throughout the c
culations of this paper.

C. Euler–Lagrange equations

In thermal equilibrium the grand potential~7! must be
minimal. Variation of this functional yields an Euler
Lagrange equation together with two boundary conditio
Due to translational symmetry inx andy direction, the prob-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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13109J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003 Boundary slip as a result of a prewetting transition
lem is one dimensional. In contrast to the situation cons
ered in Introduction, we now focus on the case oftwo iden-
tical walls separated by a distanceL, which is chosen large
enough such that the two wetting layers do not overlap,
bulk behavior is established in the center of the slab. I
then convenient to choose the origin of the coordinate sys
at the center of the film. In this coordinate system the Eul
Lagrange equation and boundary conditions read

k
]2f

]z2 1
1

2
f2

1

2
T ln

11f

12f
1m50, ~10!

6k
]f

]z
1h1gfU

z52L/2,L/2

50. ~11!

This boundary-value problem was solved using the rel
ation method.58 In general, it can have up to three differe
solutions: one stable, one metastable, and one unstable
relaxation method yields only the metastable and the st
solution. The unstable solution with the highest free ene
has negative response function (]f/]m)T and is eliminated
by the relaxation method automatically.

To select stable solutions, we calculated the grand po
tial of the mixtureV for both stable and metastable solutio
and chose the solution with the lowest grand potential. T
allows the accurate determination of the phase diagram.

D. Velocity profiles and slip length

To calculate the velocity profiles, we assumed that
viscosity of the system is simply a linear combination of th
of the individual components

h~z!5hs

11f~z!

2
1hb

12f~z!

2
, ~12!

where the viscosity contrast between the two compone
has been chosen ashs :hb51:3. Of course, a more realisti
description would have to introduce a more complicated
pendence onf, and also take into account the dependence
the overall density. The stationary velocity profile is the s
lution of Eq. ~4!,

v~z!5vwc21E
2L/2

z dz

h~z!
, ~13!

where

c5E
2L/2

L/2 dz

h~z!
, ~14!

and we assumed stick boundary conditions at the wa
v(2L/2)50 and v(1L/2)5vw . The value of the slip
length was obtained by fitting the bulk region of the veloc
profile ~13! with a linear regression.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Order-parameter profiles and prewetting
phase diagram

Typical order-parameter profiles at the same value of
chemical potentialm520.002 and a set of temperatures a
shown in Fig. 3. Only the profiles corresponding to the sta
Downloaded 07 Jan 2004 to 194.95.63.241. Redistribution subject to A
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thermodynamic state are shown. The profiles have a w
developed flat region in the center of the film, which ind
cates that there should not be finite-size effects for the c
sen thickness of the slab (L5200). This flat region is
important for defining the slip length, see Eq.~1!. This re-
quires a well-defined linear velocity profile in the bulk.

In order to understand these profiles, one should n
that the very small value ofm, combined with the low tem-
perature, implies that the system is rather close to bulk
existence. Bulk coexistence, however, is characterized
two equilibrium values of the order parameter with lar
absolute value and opposite sign. The small negative valu
m singles out the negative order-parameter value, while
absolute value is only slightly changed. Introducing the s
face with preference of the other phase, one obtains a pr
which is slightly bent up near the surface. The prewett
transition~see Refs. 52 and 54! occurs upon increasing th
temperature, and results in a sudden increase of the su
excess coverage, i.e., it is a first-order transition betwee
thin-film and a thick-film state. This jump is directly ob

FIG. 3. Typical order parameter profiles. Only the part next to the wal
shown. Thickness of the slabL5200, m520.002,g520.01, h50.2. For
this chemical potential the thin-thick film transition occurs atT'0.35.

FIG. 4. Prewetting phase diagram calculated forh50.2, g520.01, L
5200. The solid line is the prewetting transition line ending at the prew
ting critical point. Metastability limits of thick and thin films~spinodals! are
shown with dashed lines. A, B, C, I, and II are thermodynamic paths use
the text.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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served at a temperature nearT50.35 in the profiles of Fig. 3.
Taking into account the remarks made in the introduct
and Eq.~6!, we can already anticipate small slip lengths f
thin films and large slip lengths for thick films~above the
prewetting transition temperature!. Since the thin-thick film
transition is a first-order transition, one can also expec
jump in the slip length at the prewetting transition tempe
ture.

To calculate the thin-thick film transition temperatur
we followed the metastable solution up to its stability lim
~spinodal! calculating the grand potential for both stable a
metastable solutions. The transition line was determi
from the intersection of grand potentials of stable and me
stable solutions~thick and thin films!. Both spinodals as wel
as the transition line are shown in a prewetting transit
phase diagram, Fig. 4. The solid curve is the prewett
curve ending at the prewetting critical point and the das
curves are spinodals or metastability limits of the metasta
states.

B. Slip length

The temperature dependence of the slip length for s
eral values of the chemical potential~or average volume
fraction! is presented in Fig. 5. As we anticipated,b(T) has
a jump at the prewetting transition temperature, when
thick film is formed~path I in Fig. 4!. Before the jump the
slip length is small and practically does not depend on te
perature. After the transition the slip length decreases w
the temperature increasing, even though the prewetting
gets thicker. This is because the bulk volume fraction~order
parameterf! increases, giving rise to a decrease in the b
viscosity ~or, equivalently, viscosity contrast! ~see Fig. 3!.

If we are above the prewetting critical point~path II in
Fig. 4! there is no jumplike transition, but rather a smoo
increase of the slip length with the temperature.

The dependence of the slip length on the chemical
tential is shown in Fig. 6. If the temperature is belowTc

w then
the thin film is always stable and the slip length is sm
~path A in Fig. 4!. Once we intersect the prewetting transitio
line, the thick film forms with the increase of the avera

FIG. 5. Slip length vs temperature calculated for several values of
chemical potential.h50.2, g520.01, L5200.
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fraction of the more wettable phase~values of the chemica
potential close to zero! and the slip length jumps abruptly t
higher values~path B in Fig. 4!. Above the prewetting criti-
cal pointTc

pw the slip length increases monotonically with th
increase of the chemical potential~see path C in Fig. 4!.

Finally, the dependence of the slip length on the surfa
field h is shown in Fig. 7. It is clear that there is a thresho
value of the surface field~contact angle! when the thick film
is formed. At this value of the surface field the slip leng
increases abruptly. Below the threshold the slip length
small and practically does not depend on the surface fie

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, when the prewetting transition occurs
a flow experiment, it may indeed generate a strong slippa
Prewetting provides a mechanism of generating a ma
scopically thick film at the wall. If this film has a lowe
viscosity than the bulk value, a strong slippage can be
served above the prewetting transition temperature.

e

FIG. 6. Slip length vs chemical potential difference.h50.2, g520.01, L
5200.

FIG. 7. Slip length vs short-range surface field.m520.001.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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value of the slip length has a jumplike dependence on t
perature, concentration of the phase-separated liquid,
surface field~contact angle!.

The mean-field model of wetting is rather general a
can be applied to liquid-gas systems, binary mixtures, as
as incompressible polymer mixtures in the long wavelen
approximation.57 This implies that the large boundary sl
due to prewetting can be observed in all these systems.

Another goal of this paper is to stimulate accurate qu
titative measurements of the slip length combined with m
surements of the fluid wetting properties. This will allow
to study the underlying microscopic mechanisms of slippa
and choose an adequate model for every experimental s
tion. In particular, it would be very interesting to measure
slip length as a function of temperature while the syst
undergoes a prewetting transition, with the adsorbed spe
having a lower viscosity. Our results indicate that in suc
case the slip length should undergo an abrupt change, an
believe that this will be true beyond the limitations of o
idealized model.
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APPENDIX: HYDRODYNAMICS OF SLIPPAGE
IN BINARY FLUIDS

We consider a binary fluid~species 1 and 2! confined
between two infinite parallel planes to a thin slab of thic
nessL. The plane normal is in thez direction. We denote the
mass densities of the two species byr1 andr2 , respectively,
and introduce the linear combinationsr5r11r2 ~total mass
density! andDr5r12r2 .

Concerning the thermodynamics of the system, we
tice that the pressure tensorpab ~Greek letters denote Carte
sian indices! is anisotropic as a result of the finite-size effe
and the interface contribution to the free energy.59 Since the
system is fluid, there is no elastic response to shear,
hencepab50 for aÞb. Furthermore,pxx5pyy for symme-
try reasons. Apart from this anisotropy, we assume that th
is no further inherent anisotropy. In particular, we assu
that all transport coefficients~interdiffusion coefficient, ther-
modiffusion coefficient, viscosities, etc.! retain their simple
scalar nature as in the isotropic macroscopic bulk fluid. T
viscous stress tensor is hence written as

sab5h~]avb1]bva2 2
3 dab]gvg!1zdab]gvg , ~A1!

where the Einstein summation convention is implied,v de-
notes the fluid flow velocity, whileh andz are the shear and
the bulk viscosity, respectively. We assume that these par
eters depend on density and composition, i.e.,h5h(r,Dr)
andz5z(r,Dr).

We consider the situation that the fluid is weakly driv
such that a shear flow inx direction develops, with shea
gradient inz direction. In this limit of weak driving, it is
reasonable to assume that no symmetry is broken ex
Downloaded 07 Jan 2004 to 194.95.63.241. Redistribution subject to A
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translational invariance inz direction. The system remain
translationally invariant inx and y direction, and gradients
~of any quantity! occur only in thez direction. We also as-
sume that the system is kept at constant temperature thro
out, i.e., that the heat production is negligibly small. This
reasonable for small shear rates~note that the heat produc
tion is proportional to the square of the shear rate!. In addi-
tion, the heat conductivity is quite large for many real fluid

Under these assumptions, we seek a stationary solu
of the hydrodynamic equations of motion60 for the outlined
geometry and symmetry. Since the velocity flow fieldv
5(vx ,0,0) is defined as the center-of-mass velocity of a v
ume element, the dynamics ofr is governed by pure convec
tion:

] tr1]a~rva!50. ~A2!

A stationary solution implies] tr50, while our geometry
leads to]a(rva)5]z(r(z)vz)50. The continuity equation is
therefore identically fulfilled, and a nonconstant mass d
sity profile r(z) is permitted.

For the density difference there is also interdiffusion:

] tDr1]a~Drva!52]a j a , ~A3!

wherej is the interdiffusion current. Again, the left-hand sid
vanishes identically for our flow. Furthermore, the interd
fusion current vanishes in the stationary state:

j50. ~A4!

The ~full nonlinear! Navier–Stokes equation is written as

] t~rva!1]b~rvavb!52]bpab1]bsab . ~A5!

For our flow, the left-hand side vanishes identically, a
hence

]zpzz5]zszz50, ~A6!

05]zpxz~z!5]zsxz5]z~h]zvx!, ~A7!

05]zpyz5]zsyz50. ~A8!

From Eq.~A6! one sees that the pressure profilepzz must be
constant, while Eq.~A7! allows to obtain the velocity profile
via integration, as soon as the viscosity profileh(z) is
known from the profilesr(z) andDr(z).

We now turn to the constitutive equation for the interd
fusion currentj. In nonequilibrium thermodynamics, the dis
sipative currents are assumed to be linear in the gradien
the intensive thermodynamic variables. A binary system
three independent thermodynamic variables, for which
can take any appropriate set. For our purposes it is part
larly useful to choose the pressurep, the temperatureT, and
the chemical potentialm, which is defined as the variabl
which is thermodynamically conjugate to the order para
eterf5(n12n2)/(n11n2), where theni denote the particle
number densities~see main text!. Macroscopically, the con-
stitutive equation would thus read

j a52G1]am2G2]aT2G3]ap, ~A9!

whereG i are suitable scalar Onsager coefficients. Note t
the pressure gradient may appear sincem is not the variable
conjugate toDr/r ~which is often used in the literature60!,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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but rather tof. We now generalize this equation to the ca
of an anisotropic pressure tensor, but retain the scalar na
of the Onsager coefficients in accordance with our assu
tions @similar to what is done in model H~Refs. 61 and 62!#.
We thus find

j a52G1]am2G2]aT2G3]bpab , ~A10!

or, taking into account that there are only gradients inz
direction, and thatj vanishes,

052G1]zm2G2]zT2G3]zpzz. ~A11!

Now, ]zT vanishes due to our assumption of an isotherm
system, while]zpzz vanishes as a consequence of the Nav
Stokes equation@see Eq.~A6!#. For this reason, the profile o
the chemical potential,m(z), must be a constant, too.

In summary, we find that under the given assumptio
~isothermal system, isotropic Onsager coefficients, w
driving! the conditions for the stationary state are identica
those in thermal equilibrium~all intensive variables mus
have constant profiles!. This permits us to first calculate th
density profiles just as equilibrium profiles, completely d
regarding the flow, and then, in a second step, to calculate
velocity profile by solving Eq.~A7!. This has been done in
the main text for a simple model for the unmixing therm
dynamics, and a linear dependence of the viscosityh on the
order parameter. Note also that the restriction to pure e
librium thermodynamics allows us to introduce a change
ensemble: instead of considering the composition as fix
we rather viewm as fixed~semigrand ensemble!, which is
conceptually and computationally easier. Of course, a qu
titative comparison with experiments is not possible for su
simple models; one would have to use much more soph
cated free-energy functionals, and a better model for the c
centration dependence ofh as well. Furthermore, one shou
expect that at moderate shear rates only hydrodynamic in
bilities ~e.g., bubble formation near the surfaces! should oc-
cur which invalidate the assumption of translational inva
ance inx andy directions.
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